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Let me Ìart oÁ by Çaying that I’m not taking a
Ìance on the previous UÇe of the Bomb. At leaÌ
not in this Piece.
This AdmiËion is not made becauÇe I hav’
Çome incorreÀ Thought that We needed to uÇe It
to end the War. I know We didn’t. (We were
aÇking for unconditional Surrender. Japan was
aÇking for one Condition: that the Leader could
Ìay in Power. Truman could hav’ conceded this
one Condition, and, as We’re aware, he ultimat’ly did. We could hav’ ended the War earlier.
But that’s not what this Piece is about.)
I will take a Stance on the Weapon itÇelf. The
atomic Bomb (and its Brother, the hydrogen
Bomb) are the phyÉcal Embodiment of Evil. Yes,
Evil. If anything proves the ExiÌence of Satan,

the atomic and hydrogen Bombs do.
Not only that, it is an unneceËary Evil. (Evil
never is “neceËary.”)
I will Çay this: If an atomic or hydrogen
Bomb is ever uÇed again to target Civilians, that
Nation or Organization which Çets It oÁ will
have committed an immoral and unethical AÀ.
The initiation of nuclear Force is wonton—eÇpecially knowing what We do now about the EffeÀs of the Bomb.
I will alÇo Çay this: Nobody Èould ever target
Civilians. Do unto Others as You would hav’
Them do to You.
There’s one laÌ Point I’d like to make: Som’
SocialiÌs and ConÇervativ’s (I mention theÇe two
political Groups, not to chaÌiÇe Them, but juÌ
becauÇe they Çeem to be the Ones Çaying this) Çay
that the Creation of the Bomb Èows the SucceÇs
of Government. But, in my Opinion, it waÇn’t a
SucceÇs becauÇe of Government. It was only a
“SucceÇs” becauÇe of Competition. We were
competing againÌ the Nazis to get the Bomb ÄrÌ.
Competition drove the ScientiÌs to SucceÇs in a
way that Government alone never could.

